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Juan Manso, Frontier Entrepreneur
RICK HENDRICKS AND GERALD J. MANDELL

Sometime in the late 1640s or early 1650s, an unusual meeting took
place in New Mexico. Present were Juan Manso; his older half-brother,
fray Tomas Manso; Juan's nephew, Pedro Manso de Valdes; and fray
Juan Gonzalez. What made this gathering of Spaniards notable was the
fact that all of them had been born in the small Asturian town of Santa
Eulalia de Luarca, a port on the Bay of Biscay, and that out of this little group of paisanos would come a bishop and a governor who later
distinguished himself as the epitome of a frontier entrepreneur.
Juan Manso began his career in New Spain working with his sibling in the New Mexico mission supply service, probably in 1652.
Wagon trains formed the lifeline between the missions and settlements
of New Mexico and the northern trade centers in New Spain. Initially,
agents acting for the viceroy purchased supplies and turned them over
to the Franciscans for transport to New Mexico. This system resulted in
goods of irregular quality and frequent interruptions in shipments north.
In 1631, to improve the service, the Franciscans and the government
formalized a contractual arrangement whereby the Franciscan procurator general purchased a standard list of products to be shipped to New
Mexico, usually every three years. The treasury in Mexico City bought
the wagons and paid for labor costs incurred on the trip, and the
Franciscans paid to maintain the wagons and crews while they were in
New Mexico. Financial responsibility for the mules used to haul the
wagons also fell to the Franciscans. The existence of this regular and
secure transportation system. attracted the attention of entrepreneurs
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and civil authorities who sent private wagons along with the mission
supply caravan. l
.
Four years after beginning work with the mission supply wagons,
Juan Manso secured a much loftier position. From 1656 to 1659, he was
governor of New Mexico, during a period that is poorly understood
because of the dearth of documentation available. After concluding his
term of office, Manso lived for a time in Mexico City. In 1661, he
departed the viceregal capital with a commission from the Inquisition
to arrest his successor, New Mexico Governor Bernardo Lopez de
Mendizabal (1659-61). Manso completed this task in the spring of
1663 and relocated to Parral in Nueva Vizcaya. From that year until his
death in 1671, Juan Manso served as administrator ofthe New Mexico
mission supply wagons. At the same time, he emerged as an important
figure in the northern frontier commercial center of Parra!'
The two Franciscans, fray Tomas Manso and fray Juan Gonzalez,
were likely born about 1604. 2 Father Manso's parents were Sebastian
Manso and dona Maria Mendez. According to chronicler fray Agustin
de Vetancurt, Father Tomas Manso was of noble ancestry.3 Whether that
held for his much younger half-brother, Juan, is uncertain, although
Juan made no such claim. Perhaps the nobility descended through the
mother's line, in which case, Sebastian's second wife, Maria Suarez,
may not have been of noble status. She gave birth to Juan Manso about
1628. 4 Nephew Pedro was born about the same time. s
Juan Gonzalez had professed as a Franciscan in Puebla on 27 January
1624 and was in New Mexico by 1644. Tomas Manso professed in the

Fray Juan Gonzalez.

Convento of San Francisco of Mexico City on 12 July 1624, and, after
completing his studies, traveled to New Mexico in 1629 with the newly
named superior, or custodian, fray Esteban de Perea. 6 Father Manso
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was named procurator and in this capacity managed the New Mexico
.
mission supply system from about 1630 until around 1655. 7
Some time before 1642, Captain Domingo Gonsales, a native of
Portuguese Tangier, became the business agent for Father Manso and
fray Juan de Salas of New Mexico. Fathers Manso and Salas disposed
of mission-manufactured clothing and inexpensive, low-end woven
goods at Gonsales's store in San Bartolome, the center of commercial
activity in northern New Spain and principal market for New Mexican
products before the 1631 silver strike in Parra!' As administrative
agents of the missions, Fathers Manso and Salas were acting essentially as businessmen, whose primary concern was the proper management
of their accounts and the timely liquidation of their export goods. At

Fray Tomas Manso.
one time, fray Tomas had thirty-nine small painted hides from New
Mexico in storage at Domingo Gonsales's house. 8 Documents suggest
that as procurator fray Tomas maintained livestock accounts with
Captain Juan de Nava, a rancher at Cuencame in the present-day
Mexican state of Durango. Nava, who owed Manso four hundred pesos
when Gonsales died, may have received livestock from the New
Mexico missions in the 1640s. 9
Historian France V. Scholes states that Father Manso also served as
custodian of New Mexico's missions during the early I640s,1O but eighteenth-century Franciscan recorder fray Francisco Antonio de la Rosa
Figueroa noted that fray Tomas Manso was never custodian; rather,
while Father Manso was in Mexico City in 1639, he was elected but
refused the position. Rosa Figueroa added that fray Tomas traveled to
Madrid in 1641 to settle the affairs of the missions ofPuebla, which had
been closed the previous year. I I Apparently, in 1644 his order named
him as a special investigator to look into the conflict between the
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Franciscans and New Mexico Governor Luis de Rosas.1 2 Father Manso
must have traveled· back and forth between New Mexico and Mexico
City frequently, for in 1648 he was appointed to the custodial council
in New Mexico. On 23 January 1655, he became superior, or provincial, of the Holy Gospel Province in Mexico City, but apparently served
only eight months in that capacity.13
Fray Tomas Manso was then named bishop of Nicaragua, although
it is not at all certain when he took office. According to Scholes, he
became bishop in 1656, while Father Vetancurt stated that the year was
1655. 14 In a recent work, Edgar Zuniga C. explains the circumstances
and provides a very different chronology. According to Zuniga, fray
Tomas died six months after his arrival in Nicaragua in the city of
Granada. Fray Alonso Briceno, the bishop of Nicaragua whom Manso
replaced, was coincidentally the uncle of New Mexico Governor Diego
de Penalosa (1661-64). Bishop Briceno had been named to the diocese
of Venezuela on 15 September 1659. Yet he was still in Granada when
Manso died, probably in 1660, and attended the funeral; he then traveled to Venezuela and took possession of his new see on 14 July 1661.
If this sequence of events is correct, Tomas Manso became bishop
sometime after the middle of September 1659, although he may have
received the appointment at an earlier date.l 5
Juan Manso, Father Manso's younger sibling, had arrived in New
Spain sometime between 1648 and 1652, probably in the company of
his nephew, Pedro. Juan was a part-time resident of the frontier by
1652-53, serving as cabo (the man in charge of the day-to-day operations) of the New Mexico mission supply wagons. Fray Tomas, administrator of the wagons in 1653, must have been instrumental in securing
the job for him. 16
Juan Manso married dona Petronila Ponce de Leon of Mexico City
in the spring of 1654. The bride's parents provided a 5,272-peso dowry
at the time of their marriage. I? Two years later, having had no previous
government service, Juan Manso became governor of New Mexico, at
the relatively young age of twenty-eight. Thenceforth, he used the title
"general," as did all the seventeenth-century governors of New Mexico,
even after leaving office. Francisco Fernandez de la Cueva, the eighth
Duke of Alburquerque, was viceroy of New Spain at the time of
Manso's appointment. It seems probable that the prestige of older brother Tomas must have weighed heavily in determining this selection.
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Very little documentation relating to Juan Manso's term as governor of New Mexico (1656-59) has survived. In the words of Scholes:
Manso's term as governor was characterized by the usual routine
of provincial business and occasional campaigns against the
Apaches. Like his predecessors he engaged in trading operations
and other business deals for the purpose of deriving profit from
his term of office. His relations with the clergy were apparently
friendly, arid he gave active assistance in the preliminary
attempts to found a mission in the El Paso area. IS
Granting permission to establish a Franciscan mission, Nuestra Senora
de Guadalupe, in El Paso appears to have been one of his most· important contributions. 19
A single scandalous episode that occurred during Manso's brief
administration is particularly well documented. While it tells us little
about his abilities as a governor, the affair may say a good deal about
his character. It was alleged that he carried on an affair with dona
Margarita Marquez, the wife of Captain Geronimo de Carvajal, a
prominent New Mexico encomendero and owner of the ranch of
Nuestra Senora de los Remedios de los Cerrillos south of Santa Fe, and
that their union produced a child. 20 When the baby was born, probably
sometime in 1657, fray Miguel de Sacristan of Santa Fe conspired with
dona Margarita, Governor Manso, and others to deceive Carvajal so
that the infant might be taken out of New Mexico and raised in Mexico
City.21 Luis Martin Serrano was also involved in the rose, and Tomas
Perez Granillo and his wife were thought to have transported the child.
Toribio de la Huerta, a bitter enemy of Juan Manso, repeated the sordid
details to anyone who would listen. Father Sacristan later committed
suicide, presumably out of guilt, hanging himself. 22
Juan Manso's successor as governor of New Mexico was Bernardo
Lopez de Mendizabal. The new governor had quarreled with New Mexico
Franciscans even before departing Mexico City. Once in Santa Fe, he got
on no· better with the man he replaced. As was his responsibility as
incoming governor, Lopez conducted Manso's residencia (formal
review of his 'predecessor's term in office). Residencia proceedings.
tended to encourage bribery and corruption, particularly in New
Mexico. Lopez delayed and jailed Manso, doubtless in an effort to gain
a financial concession from the former governor or, failing that, to
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make political capital out of the situation by presenting his predecessor
in an unfavorable light. 23

Don Bernardo Lopez de Mendizabal.

In September 1660, while Manso was under confinement on orders
of Governor Lopez, prominent New Mexican Francisco Gomez Robledo
was living in the former governor's house in Santa Fe.24 In midNovember, Gomez Robledo and Juan Lucero de Godoy were present at
the Estancia de San Antonio, in the Piro district, where they formally
pledged to deliver Manso's residencia to Mexico City. Governor Lopez
alleged that Juan Manso had depopulated the pueblo of Sevilleta, sold
the site, and transferred its inhabitants to Alamillo. 25
In the fall of 1660, Manso escaped from New Mexico in the company ofAlonso Garcia, who was residing in Mexico City the following
year. Subsequently, Juan Manso was made alguacil (constable) of the
Inquisition for New Mexico. Likely, he welcomed the opportunity to
exact a measure of revenge on Governor Lopez. Manso left Mexico
City in the fall of 1661, bound en route for Parral. He was not returning to the frontier empty-handed. In September 1661, Manso received
two slaves on consignment from Juan de Salinas, an official at the royal
treasury of Mexico City.26 It was ordinarily a seventy-day trip by wagon
from Mexico City to Parral, and Manso arrived in Parral in mid-January
1662. He sold one of Salinas's slaves the following month.27 Manso
may well have had additional slaves with him, since it was common for
prominent travelers going north to take slaves on consignment for the
lucrative Parral market.
Even as a twenty-five-year-old foreman with the New Mexico mission supply wagons, Captain Juan Manso had been involved in the
slave trade. New Mexico Governor Juan de Samaniego y Jaca
(1653-56) had sent six Apache slaves to Parral in the winter of 1653
with Captain Manso. 28 As governor, Manso had enslaved an Indian
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named Juan Zuni for ten years for allegedly serious crimes and robberies he had committed at the Hopi pueblo ofAwatovi. The services of
such slaves could be sold or "transferred" for a customary fee of fifty
to one hundred pesos. 29
The Pueblo Indian warriors and entrepreneurs of Picuris appear to
have been particularly active in the business of capturing Apaches as
slaves. Those enslaved or purchased by the Picuris and other Pueblos
were usually traded to Hispanic middlemen and Santa Fe governors for
cattle and other livestock. Governor Juan Manso, for example, received
thirteen Apache slaves from the Indians of Picuris; Juan Varela de
Losada, alcalde mayor of Cochiti; and Luis Martin Serrano, alcalde
mayor of the Tewa districPO In response to a royal decree, numerous
Apache, Ute, and Pawnee slaves from New Mexico were manumitted
in the early 1660s in Parral and Sonora, including a dozen or more
Apaches who were sent to San Juan Bautista by Governor Lopez, who
had allegedly stolen them from former Governor Manso in 1659-60. 31
Each freed slave cost a governor fifty to a hundred pesos in lost revenue. Even after they had served the terms of their sentences, former
Indian slaves in the Parral district did not freely return to their homes.
Many wound up working as ranch hands and laborers on silver-refining
haciendas where they spent the remainder of their lives doing backbreaking menial labor for four or five pesos a month. Not surprisingly,
some turned to a life of crime.3 2
Some of Governor Manso's Apache captives, taken to Parral in early
1659 and distributed by Manso's Parral agent, Portuguese merchant
Francisco de Lima, were manumitted in late May 1660. 33 Juan Lucero
de Godoy, Governor Manso's secretary, had drawn up the transfer
papers in Santa Fe in October 1658. 34 Lima, a native of Vila Vi<;osa,
Portugal, was arguably the most important figure in the New Mexico
trade. He had arrived in Parral as a boticario (pharmacist) and later
became a successful merchant, farmer, and rancher. In addition to
Manso, Lima served as the business agent in Parral for other New
Mexico governors and provided credit and financial assistance to several New Mexico-based traders, including don Pedro Dunln y Chaves 11. 35
As constable of the Inquisition, it was General Juan Manso's
responsibility to attach Governor Lopez's property in Parral, a task he
may have performed with some relish. Manso's legal agent in that city
was Captain Domingo de la Puente, a native of Burgos. Manso granted
Puente power of attorney on 13 January 1662, and three days later
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Captain Puente used this legal authority to petition Nueva Vizcaya
Governor Francisco Gorniez de Beaumont (1660-66) for the embargo
of Governor Lopez' property.36
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New Spain. Drawn by Jerry L. Livingston. John L. Kessell and Rick
Hendricks, eds., By Force of Arms: The Journals of don Diego de Vargas,
New Mexico, 1691-93 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1992),4.
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Juan Manso, who was a bitter enemy of Governor Lopez, also ran
afoul of Governor Penalosa, Lopez's successor, whom Manso had earlier characterized as a favorite of Governor Gorraez. He revealed the
fact that Penalosa had even spent time in Gomiez's home in Parral.3 7
Ironically, a year later, in the winter of 1662, General Manso, alguacil
of the Holy Office, appealed to Governor Gomiez to impound additional property in Parral, trade goods that Governor Lopez formerly
owned but that Penalosa had allegedly misappropriated during Lopez's
residencia. Much to the dismay of New Mexico Custodian fray Alonso
de Posada, Juan Manso, and former Governor Lopez, twenty-nine hundred pesos' worth of untaxed, Sonora silver was not recovered from the
shipment, for the simple reason that Governor Pefialosa still had most
of it in Santa Fe. 38
Manso returned to New Mexico in late March or early April of
1662 to arrest Lopez. 39 In January of 1663, when the Manso-Lopez
party (with Governor Lopez and others in confinement by order of the
Inquisition) was returning south from New Mexico on their way to
Mexico City, they stopped in Parral, where Manso sold a female Negro
slave for five hundred pesos. Juan Manso recounted that this slave had
been purchased at San Juan Bautista in Sonora in May 1662. 40 Manso
sold another slave who had been consigned to him by Captain Juan de
Salinas. 4! In February 1663, still in Parral, Manso made a loan of eight
hundred pesos. 42 By 11 April 1663, Lopez de Mendizabal and his wife
were safely in the secret jail of the Inquisition in Mexico City.43 Juan
Manso had fulfilled his commission and gotten even.
Having completed his assignment for the Inquisition, Manso
appears to have returned to Parral by September 1663. Although the
wording is ambiguous, one church entry indicates that he married his
second wife, dona Francisca Esquerra de Rosas y Romo of Parral, on
25 September 1663.44 Indeed, Francisco Romo, Francisca's father,
referred to Juan Manso as his son-in-law in October 1664. 45 When Juan
Manso wed Francisca Esquerra, he married well. Don Francisco was a
wealthy Parral merchant and his wife, dona Feliciana Esquerra de
Rosas, a native of Madrid. Francisca's maternal grandfather, Captain
Juan Esquerra de Rosas, was a merchant at San Bartolome and a native
ofValmaseda in the Basque country.46
Francisco Romo, who had served as the executor of his father-inlaw's estate in 1633, was a native of the Archbishopric of Toledo. As
was the case with several of Parral 's merchants, Romo had silver bro-
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kerage accounts with Jose de Retis and Jose de Quesada of Me)).ico
City. Romo offered a large dowry in the amount of fifteen thousand
pesos for the marriage and also loaned money to Manso from time to
time. 47 A loan to Juan Manso was not the most prudent of investments.
At the time of his death, Manso still owed his father-in-law 1,780 pesos.
Francisco Romo, who outlived his son-in-law by seven years, died in
August 1678. 48
Manso returned to Mexico City sometime prior to the late summer
of 1664. By August of that year, at which time don Diego Osorio de
Escobar y Llamas, the bishop of Puebla, was serving as interim viceroy
of New Spain, Manso had become the administrator of the New Mexico
mission supply wagons. Francisco Romo was one of the financial guarantors for his contract. Juan Manso replaced fray Juan Ramirez of New
Mexico in that capacity, in part because Ramirez was accused-by
Commissary General fray Diego Zapata, among others-of maintaining an unauthorized trading account with Portuguese merchant
Francisco de Lima in Parral. 49 The Franciscans would soon learn that
Juan Manso was even more venal.
When General Manso became administrator of the supply wagons,
he evidently concluded that the contract allowed him a fair amount of
discretion in regard to use of the wagons. Stating it simply, he planned
to use many, if not most, of the mission supply wagons for commercial
freighting. Scholes wrote that Manso was to be given twenty wagons
and would be paid eight hundred pesos per wagon (sixteen thousand
pesos) every triennium. 50 At the time of his death in November 1671,·
however, Manso controlled thirty-six wagons and 576 mules, which
would have made a considerable difference in the sum of money he was
paid per shipment. Perhaps the contract had been modified at some
point between 1664 and 1671. The number of wagons provided had a
direct bearing upon Manso's capabilities in the area of custom freighting. The more wagons he ran, the more leeway he had for commercial
activities.
Perhaps owing to his peripatetic life style, Manso owned no real
estate. When in the viceregal capital, he lived in the barrio of Santa
Catarina Martir where he may have rented lodgings. Presumably he had
other such accommodations in stops along the way, such as Queretaro.
Even in Parral, his business headquarters, Manso did not own the house
where he and his wife lived. Scheduled to depart his Mexico City abode
for northern destinations with his first caravan in October 1664, Manso
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was delayed. He was still in Mexico City in February 1665, when he
agreed to accept another slave on consignment for sale in Parral. The
wagons must have left Mexico City shortly thereafter. 51
Juan Manso was back in Parral in the spring of 1665. Although not
in possession of the mission supply wagons at that time, he probably
had some of the original thirty-six wagons with him on the frontier and
was using them in commercial freighting. In mid-April 1665, Manso
sold one ofthe slaves he had accepted on consignment while in Mexico
City. Late in the month, Juan and his nephew, Pedro Manso de Valdes,
were involved in several loan agreements. 52
The trade merchandise of New Mexico Governor Fernando de
Villanueva, which left Mexico City in mid-March 1665, was sent north
with the wagons of Francisco de Maldonado, a prominent commercial
freighter. 53 Alonso de Guerrero was the mayordomo (overseer) of
Maldonado's wagons. In a note to Domingo de la Puente, Juan Manso's
agent in Parral, the Basque wholesale merchant Francisco de
Arechederra y Axpuru explained that Governor Villanueva's merchandise had somehow been brokered through the good offices of Juan
Manso. Arechederra had delivered the goods to Guerrero on the
account Villanueva had opened with General Juan Manso. 54 Manso
later claimed that this consignment of merchandise was worth at least
thirty-five hundred pesos at Mexico City prices. 55
Villanueva's shipment arrived in Parral in late June 1665, and
Guerrero deposited it there. Juan Manso, who was administrator of the
mission supply wagons at the time, had already left for New Mexico.
Since Governor Villanueva's power of attorney to Diego Perez de
Villanueva of Parral was dated mid-April 1665, it appears that he and
Manso must have arrived in New Mexico around mid- to late June. In
July, Manso's mayordomo, Bernardino de Soria, who was on his way
to New Mexico, with eighteen mission supply wagons, signed for
Governor Villanueva's shipment in Parral, agreeing to deliver it to
Manso, or in his absence, to Governor Villanueva himself. 56 Soria's
wagons must have arrived in Santa Fe about sixty days later, in mid- to
late September 1665. 57
Because of their economic status, it was not uncommon for Juan
Manso, Pedro de Andrade, Jose Mejia, and other prosperous freighters
to have accounts with some of Mexico City's most affluent silver merchants and financiers, men such as Jose de Retis, Captain Bonifacio de
.Arxiles, Jose de Quesada, Luis Saenz de Tagle, and others. Andrade,
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Domingo de la Puente's conveyor, owed Retis sixty-one hundred pesos
in 1676. Jose Mejia de Aguilar, a native of Jerez de los Caballeroswho owned thirty-four freight wagons, about twelve hundred mules, a
number of slaves, and so forth-owed Retis five hundred pesos that
same year. In November 1671, at the time of his death in Queretaro,
Juan Manso owed 3,150 pesos to Arxiles and twelve hundred pesos to
Retis. 58
In early May 1665, Manso had granted another power of attorney
to Domingo de la Puente before leaving for New Mexico. Parral
records suggest that Manso left for New Mexico before the mission caravan arrived in Parra\. He must not have reached the Rio Grande until
mid-June 1665. 59 Winter precipitation in the 1660s was substantially
below average, which suggests that the river at EI Paso may not have
been extraordinarily high that June. 60
The mission supply caravan, consisting of eighteen wagons headed
by Soria did not arrive in Parral until mid-July 1665. Thus, the supplies
could not have reached the mission depot until the middle of September
at the earliest. As a result, Juan Manso and the New Mexico missionaries got off to a very bad start. The Franciscans complained that Manso
was not only late, but that he also simply dumped the mission supplies
at San Felipe Pueblo. Out of thirty-six wagons Manso had at his disposal, the friars complained that only fourteen were loaded with provisions for them. The remaining four wagons in Soria's convoy of eighteen went to the new governor, don Fernando de Villanueva. 61 Hence,
the remaining eighteen mission supply wagons were probably being
used for commercial freighting. The mission friars thought Manso and
his teamsters spent far too much time going about from place to place
on the frontier, picking up and dropping off commercial freight.
Villanueva was governor of New Mexico from 1665 to 1668. Juan
Manso later complained that Governor Villanueva had detained him in
New Mexico for five months, from July through November 1665, while
the governor conducted the residencia of outgoing Governor Juan de
Miranda. Manso was still in New Mexico in late November 1665 when
he received two young Apaches who were to be sent south, along with
some packages containing official papers. This occurred at the estate of
Luis Lopez, the alcalde mayor of Senecu. If Manso left Senecu, the
southernmost mission in New Mexico, in early December 1665, he
must have arrived in Parral in late January or early February 1666. 62
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The Manso party remained in Parral until at least October. During
the spring and summer of 1666, Juan and Pedro Manso engaged in routine financial transactions. A financial proceeding dated in late April
1666 states that a local priest owed Manso three thousand pesos. In
mid-May 1666, Juan Manso granted a power of attorney to Captain
Francisco de Sotomayor and Salvador de Carriaga of Mexico City in
regard to the supply wagons and finances. Manso claimed to be owed
seventy-two hundred pesos for his services. Officials in Mexico City
had commissioned Juan Manso as a special judge to recover the six
thousand pesos Governor Miranda had allegedly stolen from the royal
treasury. Manso empowered his· nephew to make a presentation in
Mexico City on his behalf, and Pedro Manso left Parral in Mayor
June. 63
Between June and August of 1666, it seems likely that Juan Manso, still
in the north, was engaged in some sort of commercial freighting activity. It
is possible that some of the supply wagons were used to haul silver from
Sonora to Durango or freight trade goods to Casas Grandes. Juan Manso
borrowed two thousand pesos from his father-in-law in August 1666.64
As a commercial freighter, Manso hated to see his wagons running
empty, especially with a going rate of 13.5 reales per arroba (twentyfive pounds). In early September 1666, Manso granted a general power
of attorney to Bernardino de Soria, which empowered the latter to freight
silver to the treasury at'Durango. It also stated that Soria might make
whatever arrangements he wished in regard to accepting freight from
Durango to Mexico City, a clear indication that Juan Manso was always
on the lookout for a customer for his conveying services. 6s The wagons
that headed south carried 3,611 marks of silver. Several prominent New
Mexicans were members of this convoy: Pedro de Leyva, Francisco
Javier, Francisco Perez Granillo, Simon Ibanez, and Alonso Garcia. 66 In
mid-September 1666, Manso gave Domingo de la Puente a power of
attorney to collect on a debt of 3,686 pesos. 67 Manso was still in Parral
in early October 1666, when he gave a deposition regarding his disagreement the previous fall with Governor Villanueva in New Mexico. 68
BIas de Miranda, a New Mexico native identified as a mestizo,69
was in jail for debt in Parral in early September 1666. He owed Juan
Manso 145 pesos, which, for a poor man like Miranda, was a very large
sum. The prosperous Mexico City freighter, Captain Pedro de Andrade,
a native of Betanzos in Galicia, paid Miranda's debt with the understanding that BIas would work off the loan at a salary of six pesos a
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month. At that rate, it would have taken Miranda about two years to satisfy this obligation.7°
.
Juan Manso apparently left Parral during the late fall of 1666, headed for Mexico City. Various documents indicate that he was there during the spring and summer of 1667; in fact, Manso may have remained
in the viceregal capital through the spring of 1668. On 29 September
1668, the viceroy ordered executed a cedul~ pertaining to an investigation into Manso's conduct of the supply service. Nothing much seems
to have come of it, and Manso continued to operate the service. 71
Juan and Pedro Manso were back in Parral in October 1668 with
their next load of supplies for the New Mexico missions. Juan was evidently not feeling well, so he sent Pedro Manso and Captain Pedro de
Leyva north in his stead. The father procurator at that time was fray
Diego Romero. The wagons-twenty-two out of the twenty-six pertained to the missions-were to continue on to Sandia, San Felipe, or
Santo Domingo. 72
The New Mexico friars sometimes sold portions of their mission
supplies to prominent colonists, or so it appears. When fray Felipe
Montes was elected father procurator in August 1672, he was empowered to collect about 880 pesos that the New Mexico colonists owed to
friars for items removed from the supply wagons-probably sugar, candles, chocolate, dyes, and so forth. New Mexico Governor Juan
Rodriguez de Medrano y Mesia (1668-71) owed 134 pesos; Tome
Dominguez, 298 pesos; Juan Dominguez, 74 pesos; Alonso Garcia, 30
pesos and 11 wethers; Cristobal de Anaya, 24 pesos; Felipe Duran, 22
pesos; Maria Lopez Millan, 18 pesos; Captain Fernando de Chaves
(son-in-law of Andres Hurtado), 15 pesos; Bernardino de Salas, 13.5
pesos; Cristobal Fonte, Pedro de Parraga, and Juan de Valencia, 10
pesos each. 73
The remaining four of the twenty-six wagons must have contained
items that the new governor, Juan de Medrano, brought north.
Doubtless he was planning to set up shop in Santa Fe, as his predecessors had done. If twenty-six wagons were bound for New Mexico, then
the remaining ten wagons Manso controlled were engaged in some
other commercial activity, perhaps freighting into Sonora or hauling salt
to Parra!' Saltierra (impure salt) was also found at such locations as
Babonoyaba in Nueva Vizcaya. Salt was an important commodity that
ranchers used to cure meat and miners in Parral required in the amalgamation process of extracting silver from ore. They were willing to pay
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four to five pesos per fanega (1.6 bushels) for salt, and prominent
freighters kept a fair quantity on hand. Regardless of the activity he was
pursuing, in early October 1668, when Governor Medrano stopped in
Parral before continuing on to Santa Fe, Juan Manso was there, and
Medrano granted a general power of attorney to Manso and Puente. The
supply wagons did not leave Parral for New Mexico until late October
or early November 1668. Hence, Medrano could not have arrived in
Santa Fe until early January 1669, about six months behind schedule. 74
Juan Manso appears to have spent the winter of 1668-69 in Nueva
Vizcaya, while the mission supply wagons were in New Mexico. In
early February 1669, he bought a slave from Domingo de la Puente and
a twenty-three-year-old "Negrito" from the estate of a local priest for
425 pesos. A month later, he granted a general power of attorney to
Diego Perez de Villanueva, the same individual who acted as an agent
forNew Mexico Governor Fernando de Villanueva.7 5
There is a lacuna in the records regarding Manso's activities
between early March and early September 1669. Given the way he
operated, it seems very unlikely that he could· have made the trip to
Mexico City and back in that length of time. Manso tended to delay
wherever he went, and there would have been freighting business along
the way, as well as arrangements to be made before he returned.
Nevertheless, he was in Parral in early September 1669, when he sold
a mulatta slave for five hundred pesos. Several individuals from
Sombrerete had given this woman to Manso on consignment, which
suggests that he may have been there during the summer of 1669.76 A
few days later, Juan Manso, still in Parral, was asking the viceroy, the
Marques de Mancera, for ten thousand pesos for the 1668 shipment to
the missions, maintenance of the wagons, and so forth, explaining that
payment was necessary in order for him to return to Mexico City,
"since I have suffered many losses and damages ... for which reason I
am not carrying out the journey to that city [of Mexico]."77 This declaration is further evidence that Manso did not travel to Mexico City during the summer of 1669.
The Manso party must have spent the fall of 1669 and the winter of
1669-70 in the north as well, since in January 1670 Juan Manso was
briefly jailed in Parral, apparently for debt. Some of his freight, supplies, and other property had been impounded. The freight was commercial, since he had delivered the New Mexico mission supplies during the fall of 1668. This dispute had to do with his business account
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pertaining only to the wagons. Captain Juan de Salinas, the factor of the
treasury in Mexico City who had previously consigned slaves to Manso
for sale in Parral, claimed Manso owed the crown six thousand pesos.
Manso said he owed only 1,274 pesos, and it appears from the detailed
explanation he provided that he was correct.78
Juan Manso was still in Parral in mid-July 1670 when he granted a
general power of attorney to Captain Francisco Dominguez de
Mendoza of New Mexico, also a freighter.7 9 He granted another power
of attorney to Captain Pedro Martin de Quiroga, a native of Galway,
Ireland,80 to receive New Mexican trade goods from Governor
Medrano, which Francisco Dominguez may have been planning to
deliver. Manso may have selected Captain Quiroga, who also dealt in
livestock, as his agent because he was married to dona Josefa G6mez
de Valdes, daughter of Sargento Mayor don Fernando de Valdes Llanos,
a native of Gij6n, Asturias. 81 Most of the Valdes people in Parral were
Asturians, as was Manso. Manso's power of attorney to Quiroga was
executed in August 1670. At the time, Manso was trying to recover fifteen hundred pesos that General don Pedro Francisco de Sartill6n of
Sonora owed him indirectly. It seems that the fifteen hundred pesos was
originally owed to Manso by Governor Penalosa, who had supposedly
delivered it to Sartill6n.
At long last, after nearly two years on the frontier, Juan Manso left
Parral around September 1670, bound for Mexico City, presumably to
arrange for another load of supplies for the New Mexico missions. He
must have spent the winter of 1670-71 and the spring and summer of
1671 in Mexico City. By the fall, Juan Manso's mission supply wagons
were once again on the move northward.
The Franciscans, however, were furious with Manso and had initiated an investigation of his conduct during the summer of 1668. The
New Mexico missionaries were unhappy with the poor service they
received from him. In their view, don Juan did not compare favorably
to his illustrious older brother, fray Tomas Manso. They thought Juan
Manso was shortchanging them and had only undertaken the enterprise
to line his own pockets. Their assumptions seem well founded. Manso
engaged in a variety of freighting and mercantile activities on the frontier, and only about half of the wagons at his disposal were used for
supplying the New Mexico missions. He spent a great deal of time in
the north-far more than was necessary for the proper management of
the supply system. Manso's nephew, Pedro Manso de Valdes, often
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accompanied him on the road. In 1662, Pedro served as Governor
Pena1osa's lieutenant governor, but by 1669 had become alcalde mayor
ofSonora. 82 He was still alive and living in Sonora in 1678. 83
In late November 1671, forty-three-year-old General don Juan
Manso lay on his death bed in the city of Santiago de Queretaro. The
cause of his moribund condition was an injury resulting from a falL

Don Juan Mal1so.

It seems that he and his wife had departed Mexico City only a few

weeks before this misfortune. His will and related documents were prepared in Queretaro over the course of three days, 26, 27, and 28
November. Juan Manso must have died on 27 November, since it was
noted that he was dead the following day. He was buried in Queretaro,
in the church ofthe Convento of San Francisco. His wife, dona Francisca
Esquerra de Rosas, was named his universal heir. The· couple had no
children, and the will was silent about the child he allegedly fathered
early in his term as governor of New Mexico. Manso's executors were
his wife; the accountant Bartolome de Estrada y Ramirez, who twice
served as governor of Nueva Vizcaya (1667-71 and 1679-84); and
Pedro de Samarripa. 84
At the time of his death, Manso was oil his way north with a contingent of twenty freight wagons loaded with retail merchandise bound
for ParraL Tomas Perez Granillo, a Santa Fe-born lobo, was the mayordomo ofthis cua~rilla (wagon train).85 The twenty wagons may have
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been carrying between eighty thousand and one hundred thousand
pounds of freight-or more-when they left Mexico City. Several stops
were to be made along the way.
Since Juan Manso received at least forty-four hundred pesos in
freighting charges for the Parral consignment, it may be inferred that
this portion of the merchandise weighed over sixty-five thousand
pounds. Almost half of the Parra1 shipment went to the Galician merchant, Captain Domingo de Apresa y Falc6n,86 Juan Manso's wife,
dona Francisca Esquerra; his nephew, don Juan de Echeverria; and the
twenty freight wagons proceeded north after his death. By January
1672, word had reached Parral that dona Francisca and her party had
been delayed in Zacatecas. Nueva Vizcaya Governor Jose Garcia de .
Salcedo (1671-74) ordered Francisco de la Parada, a Mexico City
freighter, to meet the wagons and retrieve the goods bound for the
north. In April 1672, the caravan apparently passed through Cuencame
where Parada met it and relieved dona Francisca of nearly thirty-six
thousand pounds offreight, for which he claimed to be owed 676 pesos,
reflecting the rate of four reales per arroba for transshipments within
the Parral area. 87 Manso's wagons arrived in Parral sometime before
9 May 1672. Santa Fe native Bernardino de Soria headed another
cuadrilla of thirteen supply wagons that were in Parral at the time of
Manso's death, having already delivered the supplies to the New
Mexico missions. Apaches had plundered the three wagons of trade
goods sent to Governor Miranda in the summer of 1671.
The 1671 shipment to the New Mexico missions was the last of
Juan Manso's administration. Between August 1664 and November
1671, Manso's wagons had made three deliveries to the New Mexico
missions: in 1665, 1668, and 1671. Of the three, General Manso had
personally participated in only one, the consignment of the summer of
1665. The Franciscans terminated his mission supply contract as of
1671 because of poor service and conflict of interest.
Juan Manso had a number of debts at the time of his death. The following were among his accounts payable (stated in pesos):
Bonifacio de Arxiles, silver merchant
Captain Jose de Retis, silver merchant
Barbara del Castillo, chocolate merchant
Nicolas de Caraballo, cloth merchant
Captain don Felix de Millan
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Captain Toribio Gonzalez Escalante of Sombrerete
200
Juan de Saucedo, merchant
115
Miguel de Moedano, merchant
100
Alferez Geronimo de Elisalde
100
Bachiller Diego Munoz de Rivera
60
Total: 5,851
Manso's accounts receivable, according to his calculations, were far
more extensive, amounting to more than twenty thousand pesos:
The king, for the 1668 shipment to New Mexico
10,000
For the three wagons (one extra) sent to Governor
Miranda in 1671, which were attacked by Indians
1,600
For the occasional redemption .of captives
500
Don Diego de Guadalajara, alcalde mayor ofMetepec 88
600
Treasurer Francisco Gomez Rendon
700
Juan Munoz, mulatto of Mexico City
125
Governor Juan de Miranda
154
Diego Gonzalez Loban ofNew Mexico I mule and 2 young bulls
Manso's servants, some sixty of them
6,323
Tomas Perez Granillo
1,070
Total: 21,072
Juan Manso and Francisca Esquerra de Rosas had a fair amount of
personal property stored in Parral in November 1671, including:
several desks, one bed, two large Chinese chests, two cedar
chests, one carpet, six yards of silk, twelve cushions, some leather
chairs,. one mirror, linens, one man's suit, one cape, two pairs of
pants, six shirts, one walnut desk, silverware and utensils, four
women's suits, sheets and pillow cases, damask bedspreads, one'
silk chest cover, two trunks for chocolate, one New Mexico bedspread, one large coach, one mulatta servant (age 30).89
Dona Francisca Esquerra de Rosas died in Parral and was buried
there on 19 January 1676. 90 As of 12 February that year, the estate of
Juan Manso remained unsettled, and dona Francisca's second husband,
Captain Francisco Gonzalez Ramirez, was still dealing with the issue of
the 11,600 pesos the crown owed Manso. 9 !
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In many ways, Juan Manso was the embodiment of the European
Spaniard in the New World in the seventeenth century. When Juan
joined his older half-brother in New Spain-surely in pursuit of fortune-he was following a pattern well established among peninsular
Spaniards. Through fray Tomas Manso's considerable influence, Juan
gained a job as the leader of the New Mexico supply wagons. In
Mexico City, he married into the lower ranks of the local elite, receiving a sizeable dowry. Like so many of his countrymen, Juan also sought
advancement in public office. Relying once again on the growing influence of his brother, he secured the governorship of New Mexico. While
he may have gained a certain prestige as a provincial governor, Manso
found no riches in New Mexico. He then turned to commerce, a field
where he quickly demonstrated his business acumen. His experience
with the supply wagons serving New Mexico had taught him that the
commercial capital of the north was Parral, and there he established
contact with other Spaniards, notably with prosperous paisanos from
Asturias and elsewhere in northern Spain. In Parral, too, he remarried,
making an even better match than was his late first wife.
Ever the frontier entrepreneur, Manso was always in the thick of
things, resourceful and opportunistic. He did not scruple to engage in
shady activities. From his early days in the north, he was involved in
the Indian slave trade in what must have been its heyday in the 1650s.
At the time of his death, he had been a successful, recognized member
ofthe Parral commercial community for nearly twenty years. By almost
any measure, his decision to try his hand at the Indies had proven to be
a WIse one.
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individual to be described as mestizo, which suggested a lower social standing. It was much more common to distinguish between Indians and ·nonIndians. Ramon A. Gutierrez, When Jesus Came, the Corn Mothers Went Away:
Marriage, Sexuality, and Power in New Mexico, 1500-1846 (Stanford, Calif.:
Stanford University Press, 1991), 197-206.
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Appendix
The following document is one ofseveral that Juan Manso executed
while he was governor ofNew Mexico. Our research suggests that the
Indian slave. trade reached its peak during the 1650s. This document
provides specific details about how slaves were acquired, the terms of
their service, and how they were manumitted.
Captain don Juan Manso, Governor and Captain General of the
Kingdom and Provinces of New Mexico, for His Majesty, and so
forth. *
I certifY to the royal judges of the king, our lord, and any other persons who may see the present document, that the definitive sentence of
death, in a just war in this kingdom, has been handed down on the entire
Apache nation and others allied with them, infidels incapable of being
missionized, the common enemies' of our holy Catholic faith. The
Apaches are also the enemies of all the Christian Indians of the kingdom, and of those who are captured in this war and by other Indian
nations, who have pledged their obedience to his majesty for many
years and are under his safeguard on their lands and in their settlements.
Our Indian allies have been fighting brutal wars against their enemies,
who kill and capture them, taking them from one region to another.
Those who are captured by our Indian allies are kept by them until
the Spanish settlers and Christian Indians go to their lands and settlements, as is their custom each year, to barter with those Indians for local
products and goods. In this barter, our Indian allies trade and exchange
the enemies they have captured to the Spaniards, who bring them under
their control to this kingdom and sell them for articles they need and for
their profit, so that they [the New Mexico colonists] may be better able
to continue the royal service to his majesty.
Thus, for these Apache Indians and those whom the Spaniards take
captive, this sentence is handed down, so that they may be taken out of
the kingdom and enslaved for the period of fifteen years, which are to
begin and may be counted from the day they complete twelve years of
age. At no time may these Indians return to this kingdom.

*Juan Manso, Certification, Santa Fe, 3 October 1658, AHp, r. 1660C,f 1278.
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So that it may be of record, Margarita, who has been received in .
barter, has the following physical characteristics: she is robust in body;
has a brown mole on the left side of her face; next to the mole is the
mark of a wound; and both her ears are pierced. She appears to be about
twenty-four years old. She is not a Christian and is one of those covered by the sentence. She belongs to Alguacil Mayor Francisco de
Lima, a citizen of Parra!'
I prepared the present document so that the alguacil mayor, or whoever might have her, may keep her for fifteen years, which begin and
are counted from today's date. She may be transferred, for just consideration, to another person, in whose service she may be enslaved for
that period. Once her sentence is completed, she is to be set free. I beg
and charge his majesty's royal judges to see that this is carried out. On
pain of death, she is never to return to this kingdom, as is advantageous
to the royal service of his majesty and the peace and the preservation of
these provinces. For this reason, I ordered that the present document be
dispatched, signed with my name, stamped with the seal of my coat of
arms, and couptersigned by the secretary of government and war below.

a

Done in the villa of Santa Fe, in New Mexico, on 3 October 1658.
Don Juan Manso [rubric]
.
By his lordship's order,
Juan Lucero de Godoy [rubric]
Secretary of Government and War
I attest that there is no stamped paper in this kingdom.
Juan Lucero de Godoy [rubric]
Secretary
The woman mentioned herein was freed according to the royal
decree, issued in Guadalajara, Parral and [illegible] on 24 May 1660.
Geronimo Garcia [rubric]
Secretary
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